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Youâ€™ve just finished up a marketing campaign designed to help lure in new customers, which uses
colored flyers, paid PPC consultation and even a website designed to help answer any additional
questions individuals may have. You couldnâ€™t be happier with all the new individuals your hard work
has gotten you, but all the new clients who walk to your salon are disappointed by how your
business appears in person compared to how your website, ad or flyer made it look. Much of the
furniture and equipment that is scattered across the salon is old and barely functioning, and does a
terrible job of improving a womanâ€™s look.

Look Professional

Before you decide to begin a new marketing strategy to get clients, your first order of business is
ensuring that your salon looks professional with the products and furniture it uses. Ripped sofas,
broken down manicure chairs and uncomfortable seats all make a person wish they never set foot in
your store, but more importantly, poor maintenance of equipment does not sell the notion of a
comfortable, relaxing environment you want people to experience when they do venture to your
business. If you do start a new campaign, chances are the new clients you get as a result may not
come back if they feel uncomfortable inside your salon, and when you start a new promotion, you
want to retain those people who do take a chance on your business. Yes, you will pay thousands for
new chairs, shampoo bowls, hair dryers and sofas for your beauty shop, but it will help secure your
businessâ€™ future.

Take a Loan Out

For a new business owner, taking out a loan is normally the first step in setting up the business of
their dreams. Compared to established owners who have paid off their loan but have aging furniture,
taking out more cash may seem like trouble, but using the funds to purchase new salon equipment
may seem like a valuable investment. If you are contemplating a loan, make sure that your business
is in a place where the clients who you do have can help pay for those minimum payments on a
loan. If you see that your business is not growing and remains slow, you may think twice about
investing in new furniture or even taking out a loan as you may end up breaking even and not
having sufficient money to reinvest in a salon.

Every salon owner wishes for clients to feel comfortable when they walk into a shop, and to do that,
owners need to invest in equipment and furniture that shows that idea. By investing in new furniture
and equipment, you are protecting your financial future and convincing old and new customers to
keep returning.
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price, direct from the manufacturer to the Salon Professional.
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